The Daughter Of No One
Daughter of No One-Sam Ledel 2019-06-11 When their worlds are threatened, a princess and a village outcast must overcome their differences and
embrace a budding attraction if they want to survive.
Daughter of No Worlds-Carissa Broadbent 2020-01-08
Daughter of No One-Sam Ledel 2010-06-11 Princess Aurelia’s dreams of a life full of love and adventure become even more alluring when she meets
village outcast Jastyn. Aurelia refuses to deny her attraction even after an unexpected attack on her family catapults her into the center of the
Kingdom of Venostes’s sinister intrigues. Jastyn Cipher despises the royal family. After all, they are responsible for the exile of her mother and their
life at the bottom of the social rung. She refuses to acknowledge her attraction to Princess Aurelia even when she is forced to seek help from the
royal family when her sister falls gravely ill. While the circumstances of birth might keep them apart, fate seems determined to bring them together.
When Aurelia is kidnapped, she and Jastyn must face their enemies, fae and human, if they want to survive. Book One of the Odium Trilogy
Daughter of the Forest-Juliet Marillier 2001 A magnificent saga set in the Celtic twilight of 10th century Ireland, when myth was law and magic was a
power of nature, brilliantly brought to life: the legendary story of an evil stepmother opposed by a seventh child.
Wildflower Words-Sam Ledel 2022-01-11 Lida Jones treks West with her father in search of a better life on the rapidly developing American frontier,
but finds home when she meets Hazel Thompson.
Not Her Daughter-Rea Frey 2018-08-21 SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE PopSugar – The Summer’s Hottest Books * Refinery 29 - Best
Summer Thrillers * US Weekly - Summer's Best Send-Offs * Parade - 20 Chilling Thrillers by Women to Read This Year * Brit + Co - 15 New Thrillers
by Women That Will Give You Chills This Summer * The Zoe Report – 20 Books to Read this Summer * She Reads - New Summer Thrillers to Get Your
Heart Racing * Working Mother - 15 Hot New Summer Beach Reads * Culturalist - Top Ten Domestic Thrillers That Will Make You Question
Everything * Crime Reads - 5 Debut Crime Novels to Read This August "Brings to mind Jodi Picoult...thought-provoking domestic drama." - Booklist
“Will make you miss your bedtime, guaranteed.” – Bestselling author Kimberly Belle Gripping, emotional, and wire-taut, Not Her Daughter raises the
question of what it means to be a mother—and how far someone will go to keep a child safe. Emma Townsend. Five years old. Gray eyes, brown hair.
Missing since June. Emma is lonely. Living with her cruel mother and clueless father, Emma retreats into her own world of quiet and solitude. Sarah
Walker. Successful entrepreneur. Broken-hearted. Kidnapper. Sarah has never seen a girl so precious as the gray-eyed child in a crowded airport
terminal. When a second-chance encounter with Emma presents itself, Sarah takes her—far away from home. But if it’s to rescue a little girl from her
damaging mother, is kidnapping wrong? Amy Townsend. Unhappy wife. Unfit mother. Unsure whether she wants her daughter back. Amy’s life is a
string of disappointments, but her biggest issue is her inability to connect with her daughter. And now Emma is gone without a trace. As Sarah and
Emma avoid the nationwide hunt, they form an unshakeable bond. But what about Emma’s real mother, back at home? Praise for Not Her Daughter
“The plot twists here are brave, the themes are both poignant and unsettling, and the resolution is deeply resonant. A page-turner with heart!" - New
York Times bestselling author Kate Moretti "A cleverly constructed novel that will have you questioning everything you believe about right or wrong."
- New York Times bestselling author Chevy Stevens "Engrossing and suspenseful, Frey writes her characters with depth and compassion, challenging
readers to question their own code of ethics.” - Zoje Stage, author of Baby Teeth “An emotional ride where the line between right and wrong begins
to fade...pulls you in from the very first page, and unlike most in its genre, you won't know how you want it to end until it does.” – Wendy Walker,
author of Emma in the Night
Fortune's Daughter (The Rockwood Chronicles, Book 1)-Dilly Court 2021-06-10 Don’t miss the brand-new heartwarming novel from the No.1 Sunday
Times bestselling author Dilly Court!
Not Without My Daughter-Betty Mahmoody 2004 'You are here for the rest of your life. Do you understand? You are not leaving Iran. You are here
until you die.' Betty Mahmoody and her husband, Dr Sayyed Bozorg Mahmoody ('Moody'), came to Iran from the USA to meet Moody's family. With
them was their four-year-old daughter, Mahtob. Appalled by the squalor of their living conditions, horrified by what she saw of a country where
women are merely chattels and Westerners are despised, Betty soon became desperate to return to the States. But Moody, and his often vicious
family, had other plans. Mother and daughter became prisoners of an alien culture, hostages of an increasingly tyrannical and violent man. Betty
began to try to arrange an escape. Evading Moody's sinister spy network, she secretly met sympathisers opposed to Khomeini's savage regime. But
every scheme that was suggested to her meant leaving Mahtob behind for ever... Eventually, Betty was given the name of a man who would plan their
perilous route out of Iran, a journey that few women or children had ever made. Their nightmare attempt to return home began in a bewildering
snowstorm...
A Woman Is No Man-Etaf Rum 2019-03-05 A Goodreads Choice Awards Finalist for Best Fiction and Best Debut • BookBrowse's Best Book of the
Year • A Marie Claire Best Women's Fiction of the Year • A Real Simple Best Book of the Year • A PopSugar Best Book of the Year All Written By
Females • A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice • A Washington Post 10 Books to Read in March • A Newsweek Best Book of the Summer
• A USA Today Best Book of the Week • A Washington Book Review Difficult-To-Put-Down Novel • A Refinery 29 Best Books of the Month • A
Buzzfeed News 4 Books We Couldn't Put Down Last Month • A New Arab Best Books by Arab Authors • An Electric Lit 20 Best Debuts of the First
Half of 2019 • A The Millions Most Anticipated Books of 2019 “Garnering justified comparisons to Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns...
Etaf Rum’s debut novel is a must-read about women mustering up the bravery to follow their inner voice.” —Refinery 29 The New York Times
bestseller and Read with Jenna TODAY SHOW Book Club pick telling the story of three generations of Palestinian-American women struggling to
express their individual desires within the confines of their Arab culture in the wake of shocking intimate violence in their community. "Where I come
from, we’ve learned to silence ourselves. We’ve been taught that silence will save us. Where I come from, we keep these stories to ourselves. To tell
them to the outside world is unheard of—dangerous, the ultimate shame.” Palestine, 1990. Seventeen-year-old Isra prefers reading books to
entertaining the suitors her father has chosen for her. Over the course of a week, the naïve and dreamy girl finds herself quickly betrothed and
married, and is soon living in Brooklyn. There Isra struggles to adapt to the expectations of her oppressive mother-in-law Fareeda and strange new
husband Adam, a pressure that intensifies as she begins to have children—four daughters instead of the sons Fareeda tells Isra she must bear.
Brooklyn, 2008. Eighteen-year-old Deya, Isra’s oldest daughter, must meet with potential husbands at her grandmother Fareeda’s insistence, though
her only desire is to go to college. Deya can’t help but wonder if her options would have been different had her parents survived the car crash that
killed them when Deya was only eight. But her grandmother is firm on the matter: the only way to secure a worthy future for Deya is through
marriage to the right man. But fate has a will of its own, and soon Deya will find herself on an unexpected path that leads her to shocking truths
about her family—knowledge that will force her to question everything she thought she knew about her parents, the past, and her own future.
No One's Daughter-Kasey Shultz 2014-04-08 Snatched out of her own time, Amy finds herself thrust into the middle of a 26th century power struggle
between the mysterious rebel leader Samuel and the captivating Empress Sari. Citing a prophecy, Samuel ignores Amy’s demands to return her to
her time and insists that she is the key to rebel victory. Desperate to get back to the 21st century but unable to obtain any time traveling Gaxid
stones, Amy strikes a deal to cooperate with the rebels in exchange for passage home. Just as she begins to find her place, uncovered secrets and
Sari’s persuasive kindness shake her trust in the rebels until she doesn’t know which side to believe. Torn between factions, centuries, and loves,
Amy soon face a choice that could jeopardize the prophecy, the throne, her return home, and time itself.
Mother Daughter Widow Wife-Robin Wasserman 2021-07-13 *Finalist for the 2021 Pen/Faulkner Award for Fiction* From the author of Girls on Fire
comes a “sharp and soulful and ferociously insightful” (Leslie Jamison) novel centered around a woman with no memory, the scientists studying her,
and the daughter who longs to understand. Wendy Doe is a woman with no past and no future. Without any memory of who she is, she’s diagnosed
with dissociative fugue, a temporary amnesia that could lift at any moment—or never at all—and invited by Dr. Benjamin Strauss to submit herself for
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experimental observation at his Meadowlark Institute for Memory Research. With few better options, Wendy feels she has no choice. To Dr. Strauss,
Wendy is a female body, subject to his investigation and control. To Strauss’s ambitious student, Lizzie Epstein, she’s an object of fascination, a
mirror of Lizzie’s own desires, and an invitation to wonder: once a woman is untethered from all past and present obligations of womanhood, who is
she allowed to become? To Alice, the daughter she left behind, Wendy Doe is an absence so present it threatens to tear Alice’s world apart. Through
their attempts to untangle Wendy’s identity—as well as her struggle to construct a new self—Wasserman has crafted an “artful meditation on
memory and identity” (The New York Times Book Review) and a journey of discovery, reckoning, and reclamation. “A timely examination of memory,
womanhood and power,” (Time) Mother Daughter Widow Wife will leave you “utterly riveted” (BuzzFeed).
A Daughter of No Nation-A. M. Dellamonica 2015-12-01 As soon as Sophie Hansa returned to our world, she is anxious to once again go back to
Stormwrack. Unable to discuss the wondrous sights she has seen, and unable to tell anyone what happened to her in her time away, Sophie is in a
holding pattern, focused entirely on her eventual chance to return. With the sudden arrival of Garland Parrish, Sophie is once again gone. This time,
she has been called back to Stormwrack in order to spend time with her father, a Duelist-Adjudicator, who is an unrivaled combatant and fearsome
negotiator. But is he driven by his commitment to seeing justice prevail, or is he a sociopath? Soon, she discovers something repellent about him that
makes her reject him, and everything he is offering. Adrift again, she discovers that her time spent with her father is not without advantages,
however, for Sophie has discovered there is nothing to stop her from setting up a forensic institute in Stormwrack, investigating cases that have been
bogged down in the courts, sometimes for years. Her fresh look into a long-standing case between two of the islands turns up new information that
could get her, and her friends, pulled into something bold and daring, which changes the entire way she approaches this strange new world. . . . At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
No One Takes My Children-Donya Al-Nahi 2006 In March 2003, Donya al-Nahi's worst nightmare came true when her Iraqi husband took their
daughter and youngest son and fled to the Middle East. Donya immediately begged and borrowed whatever funds she could and flew there to begin
the hunt. But the search came to nothing, and she was forced to return home without her two missing children. A further trip with a private detective
also proved fruitless, and Donya's hopes began to fade. As the fighting in Iraq continued and Saddam Hussein's regime was overthrown, she received
news that her husband had returned to his home town of Najaf with the children. She knew she had no choice but to follow - and nothing would stand
in her way this time. No One Takes My Children is the gripping account of Donya's heroic quest. It is a dramatic, emotional and ultimately inspiring
story of how one woman's determination and courage in the face of extremely daunting odds brought about the reunion of her family.
No One's Daughter-Jasmine Bath 2013-02-11 "No One's Daughter" is based on actual incidents from my childhood during the 1960s and 70s. I did not
write this book for sympathy or notoriety; I wrote it in an attempt to shed light on the ghosts that have haunted me for a lifetime, hoping that by
putting them down on paper that I could look at them more objectively from a mature point of view and eventually free myself from them.
The Daughter Of Time-Josephine Tey 2011-06-30 _________________________ Josephine Tey's classic novel about Richard III, the hunchback king whose
skeleton was famously discovered in a council car park, investigates his role in the death of his nephews, the princes in the Tower, and his own death
at the Battle of Bosworth. Richard III reigned for only two years, and for centuries he was villified as the hunch-backed wicked uncle, murderer of the
princes in the Tower. Josephine Tey's novel The Daughter of Time is an investigation into the real facts behind the last Plantagenet king's reign, and
an attempt to right what many believe to be the terrible injustice done to him by the Tudor dynasty. Inspector Alan Grant of Scotland Yard,
recuperating from a broken leg, becomes fascinated with a contemporary portrait of Richard III that bears no resemblance to the Wicked Uncle of
history. Could such a sensitive, noble face actually belong to one of the world's most heinous villains - a venomous hunchback who may have killed
his brother's children to make his crown secure? Or could Richard have been the victim, turned into a monster by the the Tudors? Grant determines
to find out once and for all, with the help of the British Museum and an American scholar, what kind of man Richard III really was and who killed the
Princes in the Tower.
Daughter of the Pirate King-Tricia Levenseller 2017-02-28 There will be plenty of time for me to beat him soundly once I've gotten what I came for.
Sent on a mission to retrieve an ancient hidden map—the key to a legendary treasure trove—seventeen-year-old pirate captain Alosa deliberately
allows herself to be captured by her enemies, giving her the perfect opportunity to search their ship. More than a match for the ruthless pirate crew,
Alosa has only one thing standing between her and the map: her captor, the unexpectedly clever and unfairly attractive first mate Riden. But not to
worry, for Alosa has a few tricks up her sleeve, and no lone pirate can stop the Daughter of the Pirate King. In Daughter of the Pirate King, debut
author Tricia Levenseller blends action, adventure, romance, and a little bit of magic into a thrilling YA pirate tale.
Daughter of Smoke & Bone-Laini Taylor 2011-09-27 In a nation on the brink of war, a young student's star-crossed love begins to bloom in the first
book of the New York Times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black handprints are appearing
on doorways, scorched there by winged strangers who have crept through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of human teeth
have grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student is about to be caught up in a brutal otherworldly war. Meet
Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to disappearing on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many
languages -- not all of them human; and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head that color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts
her, and she's about to find out. When one of the strangers -- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh,
the result is blood and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret
learning the truth about herself?
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter-Erika L. Sánchez 2022-03-03 SOON TO BE A NETFLIX FILM DIRECTED BY AMERICA FERRERA Instant
New York Times Bestseller ‘I fell in love with Erika L. Sánchez’ stunning novel... The depth, wit and searing intelligence of her writing, and her young
Latina heroine, struck me to my core.’ America Ferrera ‘This gripping debut about a Mexican-American misfit is alive and crackling.’ New York Times
‘A perfect book about imperfection.’ Juan Felipe Herrera The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin in this poignant but
laugh-out-loud funny contemporary YA about losing a sister and finding yourself. When her sister Olga dies in a tragic accident, Julia is left to pick up
the pieces of her family. She is also expected to fill the shoes of her sister. But Julia has never been the perfect Mexican daughter. As Julia struggles
to find her place in the world, she discovers Olga was not as perfect as everyone thought. Who was her sister really? And how can Julia even attempt
to live up to an impossible ideal?
The Strange Case of the Alchemist's Daughter-Theodora Goss 2017-06-20 Based on some of literature’s horror and science fiction classics, this is the
story of a remarkable group of women who come together to solve the mystery of a series of gruesome murders—and the bigger mystery of their own
origins. Mary Jekyll, alone and penniless following her parents’ death, is curious about the secrets of her father’s mysterious past. One clue in
particular hints that Edward Hyde, her father’s former friend and a murderer, may be nearby, and there is a reward for information leading to his
capture…a reward that would solve all of her immediate financial woes. But her hunt leads her to Hyde’s daughter, Diana, a feral child left to be
raised by nuns. With the assistance of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, Mary continues her search for the elusive Hyde, and soon befriends more
women, all of whom have been created through terrifying experimentation: Beatrice Rappaccini, Catherin Moreau, and Justine Frankenstein. When
their investigations lead them to the discovery of a secret society of immoral and power-crazed scientists, the horrors of their past return. Now it is
up to the monsters to finally triumph over the monstrous.
The Madman’s Daughter-Megan Shepherd 2013-01-31 A dark, breathless, beautifully-written gothic thriller of murder, madness and a mysterious
island...
Call Your Daughter Home-Deb Spera 2020-04-07 Featured on Oprah's Summer Reading List For readers of Delia Owens' Where the Crawdads Sing
and Sue Monk Kidd's The Secret Life of Bees, this extraordinary historical debut novel follows three fierce Southern women in an unforgettable story
of motherhood and womanhood. It's 1924 in Branchville, South Carolina and three women have come to a crossroads. Gertrude, a mother of four,
must make an unconscionable decision to save her daughters. Retta, a first-generation freed slave, comes to Gertrude's aid by watching her children,
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despite the gossip it causes in her community. Annie, the matriarch of the influential Coles family, offers Gertrude employment at her sewing circle,
while facing problems of her own at home. These three women seemingly have nothing in common, yet as they unite to stand up to injustices that
have long plagued the small town, they find strength in the bond that ties women together. Told in the pitch-perfect voices of Gertrude, Retta, and
Annie, Call Your Daughter Home is an emotional, timeless story about the power of family, community, and ferocity of motherhood. "Like Jill
McCorkle and Sue Monk Kidd, Spera probes the comfort and strength women find in their own company." -- O, The Oprah Magazine "A mesmerizing
Southern tale...Authentic, gripping, a page-turner, yet also a novel filled with language that begs to be savored." -- Lisa Wingate, New York Times
Bestselling Author of Before We Were Yours
EPFO Social Security Assistant Prelims Exam 2020 | 10 Mock Test-Rohit Manglik 2020-07-02 The Employees' Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO), is
an organization tasked to assist the Central Board of Trustees, Employees' Provident Fund, a statutory body formed by the Employees' Provident
Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 and is under the administrative control of the Ministry of Labour . The Employees' Provident Fund
Organisation (EPFO) will recruit the candidates for the post of Social Security Assistant (SSA) over 2000+ vacancies. EPFO Exam is one of the most
aspired government job examinations. Graduates from any field of specialization can appear for this exam. The job profile of EPFO Social Security
Assistant (SSA) will be a clerk based job with the following features: The main work will include data entry on computers where the person is
required to have good typing skills. You need a speed of at least 5000 key depressions per hour for data entry work.
No One Is Talking About This-Patricia Lockwood 2021-02-16 'A masterpiece' Guardian 'I really admire and love this book' Sally Rooney 'An
intellectual and emotional rollercoaster' Daily Mail 'I can't remember the last time I laughed so much reading a book' David Sedaris 'It moved me to
tears' Elizabeth Day THE ONLY BOOK SHORTLISTED FOR BOTH THE BOOKER PRIZE AND THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2021
______________________________________________ This is a story about a life lived in two halves. It's about what happens when real life collides with the
increasing absurdity of a world accessed through a screen. It's about living in world that contains both an abundance of proof that there is goodness,
empathy, and justice in the universe, and a deluge of evidence to the contrary. It's a meditation on love, language and human connection from one of
the most original voices of our time. ______________________________________________ 'An utterly distinctive mixture of depth, dazzling linguistic
richness, anarchic wit and raw emotional candour' Rowan Williams A 2021 Book of the Year: Sunday Times, Guardian, Daily Mail, Telegraph, Evening
Standard, The Times, New Statesman, Red, Observer, Independent, Daily Telegraph
Daughter of the Deep-Rick Riordan 2021-10-05 From the bestselling author of PERCY JACKSON, Rick Riordan. Ana Dakkar is a freshman at HardingPencroft Academy, renowned for producing the best marine scientists, naval warriors and underwater explorers in the world. But, unlike the other
students, the water is personal for Ana. After losing both of her parents on a scientific expedition, her older brother Dev is now the only family she
has. Ready to prove herself, Ana and her class are off to a top-secret weekend trial at sea. But, on the bus ride to the ship, Ana and her schoolmates
witness a terrible tragedy that will change the trajectory of their lives forever. Rick Riordan's trademark humour, fast-paced action, and wide cast of
characters are on full display in this undersea adventure.
Everybody's Daughter, Nobody's Child-Jane Lapotaire 2007-04-05 Jane knew she was a war baby because Mummy Grace said all war babies had to
drink the treacly black malt from The Clinic every morning. Then Mummy Grace told Jane she wasn't her mummy. Her mummy was a lady who lived
in Le Tookay. Or was it Cassablanka? An exceptional memoir, written by one of our most outstanding actresses, Everybody's Daughter, Nobody's
Child is a vivid and moving chronicle of childhood.
Nineteen Eighty-Four-George Orwell 2021-01-01 George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four is unquestionably the most famous dystopian novel of all
times. Written in the year of 1948, the author swapped the last two digits while describing a future totalitarian society where the minds, attitudes
and actions of the subjects are thoroughly scrutinized by the "Thought Police", suspected dissidents tracked down and where the worship of the
mythical party leader Big Brother is forced upon the masses. The low-ranking party member Winston Smith begins secretly to question the whole
system and initiates a forbidden love affair with another party member.
Daughter of Fortune-Isabel Allende 2014-04-15 From the New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits, Isabelle Allende, comes a
passionate tale of one young woman's quest to save her lover set against the chaos of the 1849 California Gold Rush. Orphaned at birth, Eliza
Sommers is raised in the British colony of Valparaíso, Chile, by the well-intentioned Victorian spinster Miss Rose and her more rigid brother Jeremy.
Just as she meets and falls in love with the wildly inappropriate Joaquín Andieta, a lowly clerk who works for Jeremy, gold is discovered in the hills of
northern California. By 1849, Chileans of every stripe have fallen prey to feverish dreams of wealth. Joaquín takes off for San Francisco to seek his
fortune, and Eliza, pregnant with his child, decides to follow him. As Eliza embarks on her perilous journey north in the hold of a ship and arrives in
the rough-and-tumble world of San Francisco, she must navigate a society dominated by greedy men. But Eliza soon catches on with the help of her
natural spirit and a good friend, the Chinese doctor Tao Chi’en. What began as a search for love ends up as the conquest of personal freedom. A
marvel of storytelling, Daughter of Fortune confirms once again Isabel Allende's extraordinary gift for fiction and her place as one of the world's
leading writers.
Tell No One-Harlan Coben 2010-08-26 David Beck has just received an email from his dead wife... The thriller which made SUNDAY TIMES No.1
bestselling author Harlan Coben a household name. Eight years ago David Beck was knocked unconscious and left for dead, and his wife Elizabeth
was kidnapped and murdered. Dr Beck re-lived the horror of what happened that day every day of his life. Then one afternoon, he receives an
anonymous email telling him to log on to a certain website. The screen opens on to a web cam - and it is Elizabeth's image he sees. As Beck tries to
find out if Elizabeth is truly alive, and what really happened the night she disappeared, the FBI are trying to pin Elizabeth's murder on him. And
everyone he turns to seems to end up dead...
Not My Daughter-Kate Hewitt 2019-05-02 ‘THE book of the year!… I don’t think I have ever cried as much… heart-breaking and unputdownable… To
say this story is a five-star read is an understatement. There are not enough stars in the world to show how much this book has touched me.’ Sinfully
Wicked Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ My darling girl, you lie so still, lashes fanning your cheeks, golden hair spread across your pillow. You’re so beautiful
my heart aches. Your breath is so soft I can barely hear it, but at least I can see the steady rise and fall of your chest, every breath a promise. You’re
still here. I’ve still got you. For now. Milly has always dreamed of being a mother. Adopted, she longs for a powerful connection with a child of her
own. So, when she and her husband Matt are told they can’t have children, she’s heartbroken. Milly can barely believe it when her best friend and
Matt’s brother offer to be donors. With everyone accepting and open, Milly believes nothing could go wrong. But none of the four are prepared for
their feelings when Milly gives birth to beautiful baby Alice. Then, when Alice is still a little girl, she receives a devastating diagnosis. Milly’s whole
world falls apart, and each of them is forced to face what it means to be a parent, and make impossible choices… for themselves, and for Alice. An
unputdownable, heart-breaking, but ultimately uplifting story about the power of love and the true meaning of family. Fans of Jodi Picoult, Diane
Chamberlain, and Gracie’s Secret will never forget Not My Daughter. Readers are loving Not My Daughter: ‘This book had me crying so badly. It
broke my heart, never has any book been able to just wipe me out with such gut-wrenching sadness. A book of love, loss, and loyalty… BEAUTIFULLY
DONE.’ Netgalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘An amazing and gut wrenching emotional story… So powerful… An emotional unforgettable book. I literally
absorbed this book in one night. One beautiful written story of compelling motherly love.’ Gwendalyn Books, 5 stars ‘This is one of the best books I've
ever read... no exaggeration. I was captivated… Wish there were more stars to give it... Amazing.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘The complexities of
the situation are written in a truly beautiful, insightful way… Not My Daughter really stands out in terms of… how such an emotive, raw situation can
also be turned into something kind of beautiful… It was real, and brutal, and heartbreaking, but it was honest, which made it all the most devastating
to read.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A tragic, aching, emotional journey of love, discovery, heartache, forgiveness and hope. I couldn’t put it down
and I didn’t want their story to end. I LOVED IT!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book made me cry, my heart is all wrenched out, my emotions
are so raw that even breathing feels like a friction burn.’ Book Reviews by Shalini, 5 stars ‘An emotional rollercoaster from beginning to end. When I
wasn’t reading, I was constantly thinking about Anna, Milly, and Alice… I didn’t want the story to end.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A beautiful
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novel... It’s incredibly moving, heart-breaking... I was so absorbed in the story I found it impossible to put down and when I wasn’t reading I was
thinking about it. It made me think, it made me cry, and it made me thankful for my own healthy children. The story will stay in my thoughts for a
long time.’ Netgalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘OMG… This book has me feeling every kind of emotion... Have a box of tissues ready for this one…Truly
beautiful.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘It was so compelling… An emotive rollercoaster of a read. I’m sure I felt my heart literally break.’ By the
Letter Book Reviews, 5 stars
A Savage Presence-WL Knightly 2020-10-23 Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But there are still two men
in the way. When Enzo Juarez tries to make a new deal with Fiona, her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts Silas in danger.
Can Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off when it’s every man for themselves in this series’ finale.
The Firework Maker's Daughter-Philip Pullman 2012-05-28 Lila dreams to become a firework-maker, just like her father. In order to become a true
firework-maker, she sets off alone on a perilous journey to reach the terrifying Fire-Fiend. She travels through jungles alive with crocodiles, snakes,
monkeys and pirates, and climbs up the scolding volcano. On finding the Fire-Fiend, she realises more is at stake than she ever imagined. Will Lila
survive? Lila’s is the kind of magical adventure that all children dream of and the gripping story of the fleet-footed heroine will livelong in the
memory of anyone who enters her world.
Coronavirus: A Book for Children-Kate Wilson 2020-04-07 What is the coronavirus, and why is everyone talking about it? Engagingly illustrated by
Axel Scheffler, this approachable and timely book helps answer these questions and many more, providing children aged 5-10 and their parents with
clear and accessible explanations about the coronavirus and its effects - both from a health perspective and the impact it has on a family’s day-to-day
life. With input from expert consultant Professor Graham Medley of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, as well as advice from
teachers and child psychologists, this is a practical and informative resource to help explain the changes we are currently all experiencing. The book
is free to read and download, but Nosy Crow would like to encourage readers, should they feel in a position to, to make a donation to:
https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/
Daughter of Light-Garrett Curbow 2021-06-28 #1 Amazon Bestseller in Teen & Young Adult Fantasy eBooks (June 13-14, 2021) Eileen is a Witch with
Warlock powers, trying to protect her family, friends, and enemies against invading forces. Finn, a prince seeking approval from his father, is sent on
a mission to hunt Eileen, forcing him to leave behind his forbidden love, Ciara. Little does he know, Ciara has a secret. She is a warrior, fighting
against a growing evil in the world--an evil that is more vicious now than ever. As each of these characters follow their own heart-wrenching journeys
of self-discovery, they work together to solve an intricate puzzle that could save the world. DAUGHTER OF LIGHT moves at breakneck pace, with
unforgettable characters and a luscious world. The opening to an epic new fantasy trilogy, this is a book you do not want to miss. THRONE OF
GLASS meets AVATAR THE LAST AIRBENDER
Nothing to See Here-Kevin Wilson 2019-12-03 A heartwarming and blisteringly funny tale of family, friendship and fire, now available in a smaller
and competitively priced format.
Perfect Daughter-Amanda Prowse 2015-07-02 From the million-copy bestseller Amanda Prowse, the queen of heartbreak fiction. Amanda Prowse is
the author of The Coordinates Of Loss and the no.1 bestsellers Perfect Daughter, My Husband's Wife and What Have I Done? Once upon a time, Jacks
Morgan had dreams. She would have a career and travel the world. She would own a house on the beach, and spend long nights with her boyfriend
strolling under the stars. But life had other ideas. First Martha came along, then Jonty. Then her mother moved in, and now their little terrace is
bursting at the seams. Jacks gave up on her dreams to look after her family. If only, just for once, her family would look after her... Reviews for
Amanda Prowse: 'Prowse handles her explosive subject with delicate skill ... Deeply moving and inspiring' DAILY MAIL. 'Powerful and emotional
family drama that packs a real punch' HEAT. 'A gut wrenching and absolutely brilliant read' IRISH SUN. 'Captivating, heartbreaking, superbly
written' CLOSER. 'Very uplifting and positive, but you may still need a box (or two) of tissues' HELLO. 'An emotional, unputdownable read' RED.
'Prowse writes gritty, contemporary stories but always with an uplifting message of hope' SUNDAY INDEPENDENT.
The Daughters-Elizabeth Caroline Grey 1884
Daughter of Earth-Agnes Smedley 2012-09-11 Written in 1929 by a social activist, this autobiographical novel chronicles one woman's escape from
grinding rural poverty into a world of politics and revolution. Filled "with erotic heat which informs every page." — Village Voice.
Some Interesting Fallacies of the Modern Stage-Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree 1892
The Daughter's Tale-Armando Lucas Correa 2020-01-23 For readers whose hearts were broken by The Tattooist of Auschwitz 'Correa’s prose is
atmospheric, but what’s most fascinating about this novel is his portrayal of terrified yet strong female characters' New York Times New York City,
2015: Eighty-year-old Elise Duval is a French Catholic who arrived in New York after the Second World War. When a woman from Cuba visits with
letters written in German to Elise from her mother during the war, her world is forever changed as she remembers a time and country she'd long
since forgotten and seven decades of secret unravel. Berlin, 1939: Bookstore owner and recent widow Amanda Sternberg is fleeing Nazi Germany
with her two young daughters. She heads towards unoccupied France, but with such a hard fight for freedom, a peaceful life of safety is hard to find.
Based on true events, The Daughter’s Tale chronicles one of the most harrowing atrocities perpetrated by the Nazis during the Second World War:
the 1944 massacre of all the inhabitants of a small, idyllic village in the south of France. Heartbreaking and immersive, The Daughter's Tale is a
beautifully crafted family saga of love, survival, and hope against all odds.
Nobody's Daughter-Susan Beth Pfeffer 1995 In 1913 when she is sent to the Austen Home for Orphaned Girls, eleven-year-old Emily copes with her
difficult circumstances with the help of the town librarian and the hope of finding her younger sister.
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